
Cause I Don't Care
Count: 32 Wall: 2 Level: Improver

Choreographer: Mark Paulino (USA) - May 2019
Music: I Don't Care - Ed Sheeran & Justin Bieber

Intro - 8 Count

[1-8] RIGHT SHUFFLE, LEFT SHUFFLE, ¼ PIVOT X2
1&2 Right steps forward, Left steps besides Right, Right steps forward (in an 1/8 angle to the

right)
3&4 Left steps forward, Right steps besides Left, Left steps forward (in an 1/8 angle to the left)
5,6 Right steps forward, ¼ pivot left weight shifting from Right to Left
7,8 Right steps forward, ¼ pivot left weight shifting from Right to Left

[9-16] ROCKING CHAIR, FORWARD, ¼ STEP, ¾ TURN SHUFFLE
9,10 Right foot rocks forward, recover back on Left foot
11,12 Right foot rocks back, recover forward on Left foot
13,14 Right foot step forward, ¼ turn Right with Left side step,
15&16 ¾ turn Right with Right shuffle forward (Right steps forward, Left steps besides Right, Right

steps forward)

[17-24] ½ TURN PIVOT, LEFT SHUFFLE, ¼ RIGHT JAZZ BOX
17,18 Step Left foot forward, ½ pivot Right weight shifting from Left to Right
19&20 Left steps forward, Right steps besides Left, Left steps forward
21,22 Right steps over Left, ¼ turn Right with Left side step,
23,24 Right steps next Left, Left steps forward

[25-32] ¼ TURN RIGHT SIDE BODY ROLL, LEFT SIDE BODY ROLL, ½ TURN JAZZ BOX
25,26 ¼ turn Left with Right side step with body side roll from Left to Right looking behind Left

shoulder
27,28 Body side roll from Right to Left looking behind Right shoulder
29,30 Right steps over Left, Right ¼ turn with Left step,
31,32 Right ¼ turn with Right stepping besides Left, Left steps forward

~After the 8th 32 count (after the 2nd chorus), clap with every half count for that 32 count set~

~Optional - you can make this contra line dance more of a couples dance if one of the dancers guide their
partner's turn during the ¾ turn turn in the second 8 count, and by having both dancers have their right hand
touch during the ¼ right jazz box in the third 8 count~

Contact me if you have any questions or requests at mark.paulino85@gmail.com
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